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Abstract
In this work, a multi-parametric optical sensor based on chitosan-silica nanocomposite (CSNC) porous thin film has been 
developed for effective detection of glucose in pathological range. The CSNC films were surface functionalized with Glucose 
Oxidase enzyme via Glutaraldehyde crosslinking chains for better attachment of enzyme molecules on thin film surface. 
FESEM and FTIR were performed for morphological and compositional characterisation of the composite films. Five inter-
linked optical parameters, i.e., transmittance (T), reflectance (R), internal scattering (IS), surface scattering (SS) and output 
power (OP) were measured simultaneously using image processing environment for cost efficiency of the system. Effect of 
surface functionalization on individual parameter response was studied. It was observed that without surface functionalization 
only two parameters change significantly, while surface functionalization enables all five parameters. For lower and higher 
glucose concentration (< 17 mM and > 17 mM), IS and SS were found to be maximum sensitive among the five parameters, 
respectively. Maximum sensitivity of 1.2  mM−1 in IS and 1  mM−1 in SS were observed for surface functionalized samples. 
The sensor showed good sensitivity, selectivity and reproducibility in the dynamic range of 3–30 mM and LOD of the sensor 
was found to be 0.76 mM. CSNC sensors were found suitable for single-time use and as mass production is possible with 
little amount of composite solution (250 sensors with just 10-ml composite solution), the sensor fabrication method is very 
much cost efficient. Image processing-based multi-parametric sensing is a novel field itself and detailed study of surface 
modified CSNC glucose sensors utilizing such sensing system is a unique work having potential to significantly contribute 
in the field of multi-parametric label-free optical biosensor research.

Keywords Nanocomposite · Porous thin film · Surface functionalization · Image processing · Multi-parametric glucose 
sensor · Interlinked parameters

1 Introduction

Label-free optical biosensors are an emerging field of 
research as they do not require complicated tagging pro-
cedure which often interferes with biomolecule functional-
ity. Label-free techniques like Surface Plasmon Resonance 
(SPR), Interferometry, Fiber Optic sensors, Whispering Gal-
lery structures, etc., are being investigated extensively in the 
last decade as they provide direct and precision measure-
ments for different bio-analytes [1–10]. In the recent years, 
utilization of advanced optical techniques combined with 

unique sensing materials has immensely improved the per-
formance of label-free optical biosensors making them a 
suitable choice for analysing a vast range of bio-analytes. 
Sansone et al. reported a photonic crystal deposited UV–vis 
optical fiber biosensor which can detect biotinylated bovine 
serum albumin concentration as low as 1.5fM [11]. F. Espos-
ito et al. demonstrated long period fiber grating in double 
cladding fiber for potential application in vitamin D detec-
tion and obtained LOD as low as 1 ng/mL [12]. A micro-
fluidic biosensor based on  TiO2 coated porous silicon was 
reported by S. Zhou et al. for highly sensitive S-layer protein 
detection using light reflection interference method [13]. A 
plasmonic fiber optic absorbance sensor was reported by 
Murugan et al. for rapid detection of SARS-COV-2 virus 
directly from saliva sample using gold nanoparticle-coated 
U-bend fiber optic probe [14]. Lee et al. demonstrated reflec-
tance-based influenza A virus detection using biomimetic 
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spin-on-glass nanopillar structures fabricated by nanoim-
print lithography [15]. These techniques are highly sensitive; 
but most of them are single parametric in nature. Multi-par-
ametric sensors are in general much more reliable than their 
single parametric counterparts and in optical biosensing 
field; such multi-parametric systems have not been reported 
frequently. A single optical parameter like transmittance 
or absorption is often not sufficient to analyse the overall 
phenomenon inside the sensor upon analyte introduction. 
Study of all the interlinked parameters like transmittance 
(T), reflectance (R), output power (OP), internal and surface 
scattering (IS and SS) together provides an overall idea of 
the change induced by analyte molecules. Also, for differ-
ent range of analyte concentrations different parameters may 
show significant rise in sensitivity for nonlinear response 
curve and in such cases, we can choose maximum sensitive 
parameter for analysing that particular concentration range. 
So, such multi-parametric image processing-based optical 
sensing has the ability to produce highly sensitive and reli-
able results in label-free optical biosensor application.

Chitosan is a biocompatible and nontoxic linear amino 
polysaccharide which makes it a suitable base for biosen-
sor devices [16, 17]. Also, large number of primary amines 
present in chitosan structure helps in enzyme attachment 
on sensor surface. Chitosan composite-based glucose sen-
sors especially electrochemical sensors have been reported 
largely in the last few years [18–23], whereas only a small 
number of optical sensors have been investigated. Mukhtar 
et al. demonstrated a comparison of glucose sensitivity 
between Cu/Chitosan and Ag/Chitosan composite in SPR 
arrangement [24]. Chitosan/Silver nanocomposite was used 
for colorimetric detection of glucose molecule using UV–vis 
spectrophotometer [25]. Polypyrrole-chitosan/graphine 
quantum dot layers were used to detect low concentration of 
glucose in SPR setup [26]. Detailed study on surface modi-
fied Chitosan-Silica nanocomposite (CSNC)-based optical 
glucose sensor has not been reported earlier. Pure chitosan 
film is optically transparent but its refractive index can be 
modulated by controlled addition of filler components. The 
advantage of adding Silica nanoparticle (SiNp) fillers in chi-
tosan matrix is that, structural stability of the film increases 
and swelling due to water absorption decreases which allows 
the film to go through repeated chemical modification steps 
required for surface functionalization [27]. Also, pore size 
of the composite film can be controlled easily by varying 
SiNp size; as simple hot NaOH etching dissolves surface 
SiNp leaving behind a negatively patterned porous com-
posite structure. In our previous work, CSNC membrane 
preparation and influence of pore diameter on physiochemi-
cal properties of the freestanding membranes was reported 
[28]. It was found that 300 nm SiNp size was optimum for 
uniform pore distribution of the membranes. Also, a brief 
study on glucose absorption capability of the membranes 

was demonstrated without any surface modification. As in 
the previous work, there was limited scope to discuss actual 
glucose sensing performance of the CSNC samples; in this 
new work, we have mainly focussed on detailed investigation 
of surface functionalized CSNC thin film glucose sensors 
in terms of different biosensor characteristics like sensitiv-
ity, selectivity, response time and many more. An extensive 
comparison between surface functionalized (SF) and non-
functionalized (WSF) CSNC thin films has presented in this 
work which clearly demonstrates effect of surface modifica-
tion on individual parameter response.

2  Experimental

2.1  CSNC thin film preparation

CSNC membrane preparation procedure has already been 
discussed in our previous work [28]. Here instead of free 
standing membranes, we have fabricated CSNC thin films on 
glass substrate. Initial preparation steps are same as CSNC 
membrane preparation. Briefly, SiNp of ~ 300 nm diameter 
was prepared using standard Stober’s method [29] as they 
provide most uniform pore distribution in the CSNC sam-
ples. Next, 200-mg chitosan powder was added in 10 ml of 
2% acetic acid solution and stirred vigorously until clear 
suspension was obtained. Then 200-mg SiNp powder was 
added to the solution and stirred for further 20 min. The 
composite solution was further ultrasonicated for 10 min to 
get rid of any aggregates formed in SiNp dust and again 
stirred for 10 min to obtain monodispersed solution. 40-µL 
solution was drop casted on clear cover slips (dimension: 
∼ 18 × 18 mm); so over 250 sensor chips can be prepared 
from only 10-ml composite solution making the fabrica-
tion method extremely cost efficient. The cover slips were 
dried at room temperature for 48 h. For etching, 5% NaOH 
solution was prepared and the cover slips were dipped in 
the solution for 40 min at 90 °C. In membrane preparation, 
the samples were washed in methanol solution. Here, the 
samples were washed vigorously in DI water and left for 
slow drying at room temperature for 48 h which aids strong 
attachment of the thin films with glass substrate.

2.2  Surface functionalization

The CSNC films were first activated by dipped them in 
10 ml of 0.1% (v/v) Glutaraldehyde (GTA) solution for 
2 h and washing with DI water afterwards. GTA replaces 
–NH2 groups of chitosan with C=N groups and generates 
crosslinking chains which aid further attachment of enzymes 
on CSNC surface [30]. For enzyme immobilization, 4-mg 
Glucose Oxidase (GOX) powder was mixed in 10-ml phos-
phate buffer solution (pH 6.8) and the activated thin films 
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were incubated in enzyme solution for 24 h. Afterwards, the 
sensors were dipped in Tween20 solution and washed with 
phosphate buffer solution (PBS) to remove loosely attached 
enzymes. Effect of higher concentration of GTA and differ-
ent concentrations of GOX has been discussed in Sect. 3.5 
and 3.6, respectively.

2.3  Characterization

Morphological characterization of CSNC thin film sen-
sors was performed using FESEM (FEI, INSPECT F50). 
For compositional characterization, i.e., investigation of 
functional groups present in the sensor and confirmation 
of enzyme attachment on CSNC surface, IR absorption 
spectra for 4000–400  cm−1 was investigated using FTIR 
spectroscopy.

2.4  Optical measurement

An optical breadboard arrangement in mini darkroom envi-
ronment was utilized for image processing-based multi-par-
ametric measurements [28]. Red LASER (630 nm, 5mW, 
Holmarc) was used as optical source which falls obliquely on 
sensor surface (Fig. 1). Spot size of the laser on sensor sur-
face was set around 2–3 mm. Transmitted and reflected com-
ponents of the laser beam from sensor film falls on screen 
arrangement and images of these two spots were captured 
by CMOS camera. MATLAB image processing environment 
was used to obtain Intensity Distribution Matrix (IDM) of 
the spot images and further processing produced 3D Gauss-
ian model corresponding to the IDMs. The peak intensity 

of this Gaussian for transmitted IDM gives transmittance 
value (T) and Full Width Half Maxima (FWHM) gives a 
measurement of Internal Scattering (IS) within the sensor 
film. Similarly peak intensity of the Gaussian obtained from 
reflected IDM gives reflectance value (R) and FWHM gives 
a measurement of Surface Scattering (SS). Now, the total 
3D volume under the two Gaussian plots (for transmitted 
and reflected spot) gives a measurement of the optical power 
coming out of the sensor which is our fifth parameter named 
as Output Power (OP) that gives an understanding of optical 
absorption within the sensor film.

For sensor measurements, initially baseline data were col-
lected before glucose introduction. Then, 0.25 ml of glucose 
solution was sprayed and %Response change on the baseline 
data was observed. Relative response of the five parameters 
is defined as,

where, V0 = Baseline value of any of the five parameters.
Vf = Parameter value after glucose introduction.

3  Results and discussion

3.1  FESEM

FESEM micrographs in Fig. 2a show even pore distribu-
tion on CSNC surface after NaOH etching. Surface pore 
size distribution analysis (Fig. 2e) obtained from FESEM 
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Fig.1  Schematic diagram of multi-parametric optical measurement setup
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micrograph of the CSNC film (Fig. 2a) shows that pore 
diameter range of the film is ∼ 200–320 nm with a peak 
pore diameter value at ∼ 260 nm. Also, surface pore density 

was found to be ∼ 2.7/ µm2. From the cross sectional view 
(Fig. 2b), approximate thickness of the drop casted films 
were found to be 4.7–5.5 µm and a sponge like internal 

Fig.2  FESEM micrograph of a CSNC film top view, b CSNC film cross section, c GOX modified CSNC film and d GOX modified film after 
glucose solution introduction. e Surface pore size distribution of CSNC films (obtained from FESEM micrograph a)
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structure was also observed. At the time of etching, first 
SiNps on the top surface are attacked and external sur-
face pores are generated. Then with time, hot NaOH flows 
through the pores and dissolves the internal SiNps pro-
ducing numerous interlinked channels, thus finally gener-
ating a sponge like net structure. Shrinkage of pore size 
was observed after GOX and glucose molecule attachment 
shown in Fig. 2c, d, respectively.

3.2  FTIR

In Fig. 3a, broad peak around 3550–3200  cm−1 is produced 
due to intermolecular O–H group stretching in chitosan pol-
ymer chain. Also peak at ~ 3454  cm−1 indicates presence of 
N–H bond stretching of primary amine. Absorption band in 

800–1260  cm−1 range is described as different  SiO2 peaks 
of SiNp and residual organic groups [31]. Absorption peak 
at ~ 1735  cm−1 represents C=O stretching of carboxylic acid 
which in this case is acetic acid present in composite solu-
tion mixture discussed in Sect. 2.2. For GOX functional-
ised surface in Fig. 3(b), absence of 1735  cm−1 carbonyl 
group peak and existence of strong imine (C=N) group 
peak at ~ 1642  cm−1 is observed. This indicates successful 
attachment of GOX molecules into CSNC film because in 
surface functionalization process all the carbonyl groups 
are replaced by imine groups [30]. After introduction of 
glucose solution, again the C=O stretching peak of car-
boxylic acid appears at ~ 1711  cm−1 in Fig. 3c which indi-
cates further generation of gluconic acid in GOX sites [32]. 
1720–1706  cm−1 is reported to be the band for carboxylic 
acid dimers and in anhydrous form, gluconic acid crystals 
forms dimers which indicates the presence of gluconic acid 
crystals in the sensor film upon evaporation of liquid analyte 
solution.

3.3  MATLAB Output

Transmitted and reflected spot IDMs were analysed to find 
the change in five parameters due to glucose absorption 
on GOX functionalised CSNC samples. Figure 4 shows 
2D IDM plot of transmitted spot before and after 30 mM 
glucose absorption. From the corresponding Gaussian fit 
plots in Fig. 5, it is clearly visible that T increases and IS 
decreases due to glucose absorption. From cross-sectional 
view of FESEM micrograph we see presence of sponge like 
internal structure in CSNC films. With glucose introduc-
tion interlinked channels become filled with glucose mol-
ecules thus reducing inter-channel light propagation or 
scattering. This may be the effect of reduced IS value and 
more focussed beam than air filled channels, which in turn 
increases T value.

Fig.3  FTIR spectra of a pure CSNC film, b GOX modified CSNC 
film and c GOX modified film after glucose introduction

Fig.4.  2D IDM plot of a baseline snapshot and b snapshot after 30 mM glucose introduction for transmitted spot
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On the other hand, from reflected spot IDM and Gaussian 
fit (Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively), it can be observed that R 
decreases and SS increases due to glucose absorption. This 
is due to the fact that surface scattering increases with clus-
tered attachment of glucose molecules around GOX sites on 
sensor surface. Increase in clustered attachment of glucose 
on GOX molecules, increases surface roughness signifi-
cantly [33] thus increasing SS value which in turn reduces 
specular reflectance or R value. Also we have observed that 
OP increases with glucose introduction, thus we can con-
clude that optical absorption falls due to the presence of 
glucose molecules in CSNC samples.

Change in different parameters due to glucose introduc-
tion is listed in table 1 Rise and fall of actual data from 
baseline value is denoted with ‘↑’ and ‘↓’ signs, respectively. 
Also, for samples with and without GOX functionalization, 
we found the parameter change pattern was same.

3.4  Sensitivity

From the response curve for surface functionalized (SF) and 
non-functionalized (WSF) samples in Fig. 8, it is quite clear 
that all the five parameters changes significantly for SF sam-
ples, while for WSF samples only two parameters (T and IS) 
are significant. When glucose solution is sprayed on WSF 
samples, glucose molecules are evenly deposited on the top 
surface. As R and SS are mainly surface properties, they are 
not affected much. Mainly the pores of WSF samples fills 
with glucose molecules thus changing internal properties 
like T and IS significantly. In SF samples, clustered attach-
ment of glucose molecules on GOX sites changes R and 
SS along with other parameters. Pores in SF samples are 
partially filled with GOX molecules at the time of enzyme 
incubation. So there is a limit up to which the pores can 
accommodate glucose molecules and after that limit T and 

Fig.5.  3D Gaussian model for understanding a peak intensity rise and b FWHM fall of transmitted spot after 30 mM glucose introduction

Fig.6.  2D IDM plot of a baseline snapshot and b snapshot after 30 mM glucose introduction for reflected spot
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IS will be unaffected by further increase in glucose concen-
tration. This is observed in Fig. 8b, i.e., after 17 mM glu-
cose concentration IS almost saturates and further deposition 
of glucose molecules only affects T a little which may be 
dominated by the effect of other three parameters. So, we 
can conclude that SF samples are much more reliable than 
WSF samples for multi-parametric measurement and surface 

functionalization actually introduces more parameters thus 
more sensitivity in the system.

As we measure deviation from baseline to calculate 
%Response, blank data get eliminated in each measure-
ment. But diode laser have intensity fluctuation and CMOS 
sensors also have some inbuilt noise which affects the final 
response due to deviation in blank data, thus increasing LOD 
of the system. Minimum LOD was found to be 0.76 mM 
(n = 10) for SF samples considering S/N ≥ 3. So, compo-
nents like diode lasers and CMOS sensors make the multi-
parametric system cost efficient compromising LOD a little. 
Using stable laser sources like He–Ne instead of diode lasers 
can reduce LOD level further. We have tested the sensor 
for 1–30 mM glucose concentration and determined the 
dynamic range to be 3–30 mM for reliable operation. Also 

Fig.7.  3D Gaussian model for understanding a peak intensity fall and b FWHM rise of reflected spot after 30 mM glucose introduction

Table 1  Actual change in parameter readings with glucose introduc-
tion

Transmit-
tance (T)

Internal 
scattering 
(IS)

Reflec-
tance (R)

Surface 
scattering 
(SS)

Output 
power 
(OP)

Absorp-
tion

↑ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓

Fig.8  Response curve of CSNC samples a without surface functionalization (WSF) and b with surface functionalization (SF). Tested for 
1–30 mM glucose concentration (n = 3)
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sensitivity (%Response/Glucose concentration) was calcu-
lated for SF samples and plotted in Fig. 9. It is observed that 
in the range of 0-17 mM, IS is maximum sensitive among all 
the five parameters and maximum sensitivity value of IS was 
found to be 1.2  mM−1. For 17–30 mM glucose concentration 
range, IS sensitivity was observed to fall significantly. In this 
range, SS was found to be the maximum sensitive parameter 
with sensitivity value of 1  mM−1. So it can be concluded 
that scattering parameters are more sensitive than direct 
intensity-related parameters like transmittance, reflectance, 
absorbance, etc., which are generally measured in standard 
optical biosensors.

3.5  Effect of GTA concentration

GTA concentration was varied from 0.1 to 0.6% (v/v) and 
change in T and R for 15 mM glucose solution was observed. 
From Fig. 10, it is evident that above 0.2% (v/v) GTA con-
centration, T and R value decreases which indicates reduc-
tion of GOX enzyme activity similar to the study reported 
by Susanto et al. [34]. In Fig. 11, colour change of the CSNC 
films is clearly visible with increase in GTA concentra-
tion. Above 0.2% (v/v) GTA concentration the CSNC films 
become dark yellow and brittle. Also, crack lines are formed 
easily and often the films get detached from glass substrates. 
So, we have used 0.1% (v/v) GTA concentration which pro-
duced sufficiently high response.

3.6  Effect of GOX concentration

GOX concentration was also varied from 0.1 mg/ml to 
0.8 mg/ml for 15 mM glucose solution. It can be observed 
from Fig. 12 that above 0.4 mg/ml T falls and R almost 

saturates. This may be because with higher GOX concentra-
tion the pores are almost filled with GOX molecules leaving 
less active site for glucose interaction inside the pores and T 
becomes less sensitive. On the other hand, when surface of 
the CSNC film is totally covered with GOX molecules num-
ber of active sites will saturate on the surface and so as R 
value. Thus, 0.4 mg/ml GOX concentration was considered 
for optimum performance of the sensor.

3.7  Selectivity

For selectivity study 15  mM glucose, fructose, galac-
tose, maltose and sucrose solutions were prepared. Also, 
phosphate buffer (PBS) was used as control. WSF and SF 
samples were tested for different analyte solutions. It was 
observed from Fig. 13a that WSF samples show quite high 
response for all the solutions except PBS control which is 
expected because WSF surface has no GOX enzyme pre-
sent to selectively attract glucose molecules. Thus all the 
analytes either gets absorbed inside the pores or attaches to 
the surface while solution evaporation process. There is an 

Fig.9  Sensitivity plot for surface functionalized (SF) samples (calcu-
lated from the mean response values obtained from response curve)

Fig.10  Effect of GTA concentration on sensor response (15 mM glu-
cose conc., n = 3)

Fig.11  Visual effect of increased GTA concentration on CSNC thin 
films (standard cover slips have a dimension of ∼ 18 × 18 mm and the 
thin films were found to have diameter of ∼ 8 mm)
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interesting fact to note that glucose, fructose and galactose 
produces almost same pattern of output response, i.e., high 
values for T and IS and low value for R and SS. The rea-
son behind such pattern is discussed in Sect. 3.4. for WSF 
samples. Maltose and sucrose produces significant increase 
in R and SS value which may be described as the effect of 
their molecular weight. Maltose and sucrose are disaccha-
rides having almost double molecular weight than glucose, 
fructose and galactose. So their attachment to surface affects 
the surface roughness more than the monosaccharides and 
their tendency to penetrate deep inside the pores is also less 
likely. Thus such pattern difference in WSF sensor output 
is observed for different analytes. On the other hand for SF 
samples GOX selectively binds to glucose molecules and 
other analytes mostly flows down the sensor surface after 

solution spray without significant absorption or attachment 
to the sensor. So SF samples show high selectivity towards 
glucose molecules (Fig. 13b).

3.8  Response time (τ)

Actual peak intensity value of the transmitted and reflected 
spot is monitored for 3 min time span to observe response 
time of the sensor. Initially baseline value of T and R was 
at ~ 0.79a.u. and ~ 0.54a.u., respectively. Baseline data 
fluctuation mentioned in Sect. 3.4. is also visible in time 
response plot (Fig. 14). After 15 mM glucose solution spray 
at 20 s, both T and R value reaches to maximum intensity 
saturation level of 1a.u. due to lensing effect produced by 
water [28]. As the sensors were mounted vertically, excess 
solution quickly flows down and CSNC thin film starts dry-
ing. After 60 s, we see abrupt fall in T and R value and at 
around 80-s sensor output stabilises to new values indicating 
complete drying of the thin film. It can be observed that T 
has reached a higher value and R has reached a lower value 
compared to their baseline value which was demonstrated in 
table 1. From time response curve, it was concluded that τ is 
approximately 50 s for the multi-parametric sensor.

3.9  Repeatability

Repeatability study was performed on five CSNC sensors 
and after every cycle the sensors were washed in Tween20 
solution followed by PBS buffer. It was found that in sec-
ond cycle T and R response drops to 68% and 83% of the 
first cycle response, respectively (Fig. 15). Significant drop 
in T response indicates that gluconic acid crystals are not 
completely removed from complex sponge structure of the 
porous film even after vigorous washing. Also chitosan dis-
solves slowly in acidic solution which can produce crater 
like structure shown in the FESEM image in Fig. 15b. So 

Fig.12  Effect of GOX concentration on sensor response (15 mM glu-
cose conc., n = 3)

Fig.13  Selectivity of a WSF and b SF samples (n = 3)
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with gluconic acid production and washing, the films slowly 
degrade thus reducing both T and R response. In third cycle, 
almost no significant change in output response is observed 
from which it is clear that the CSNC sensors are suitable 
only for one time use.

3.10  Stability

CSNC sensors were stored in refrigerator at 4  °C and 
response for 15 mM glucose solution was studied for every 
alternate day. 15 mM glucose solution was freshly prepared 
every day and new CSNC samples were taken for every 
measurement as the sensors are for one time use only. It was 
observed that after 9th day T response falls rapidly while 
R response shows slow degradation for SF samples shown 

in Fig. 16b. So it can be concluded that the trapped GOX 
molecules inside sponge like network are affected greatly 
by environmental conditions compared to the surface GOX 
molecules. In the absence of active GOX enzyme, the sensor 
should act like WSF samples, but even for such samples we 
should get significant T response. Here we observe that T 
response falls to almost blank data level which can only be 
described by structural degradation of CSNC membranes 
with time. For WSF samples such degradation was not 
observed and up to 30 days, we get almost same response 
value (Fig. 16a). So, it can only lead to the conclusion that 
the surface functionalization steps make the sensor structure 
prone to degradation within 10–15 days.

4  Conclusion

Surface modified CSNC thin film sensors have been fab-
ricated and tested in multi-parametric optical detection 
environment for glucose sensing. In pathological range of 
3–30 mM, the sensor showed good sensitivity and selec-
tivity. For different glucose concentration range scatter-
ing parameters IS and SS proved to be maximum sensitive 
among all the five parameters. Surface functionalization 
enables all the five parameters for much reliable sensing 
performance while non-functionalized sensors only pro-
vide two parameters. The sensors were suitable for single 
time use and response time (~ 50 s) was found quite low. So 
CSNC porous thin film glucose sensors have the potential to 
provide sensitive, reliable and cost effective measurements 
in pathological range for optical multi-parametric analysis.

Fig. 14  Time response curve of CSNC sensor

Fig.15  a Repeatability test for 15 mM glucose solution (n = 5), b FESEM micrograph after 3rd cycle
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